Free Your Data with Kmesh
Free Your App Data to Drive Better Business Results
Your line-of-business teams want to take advantage of the best apps
and services to drive revenue, whether through cloud, hybrid cloud, or
multi-cloud deployments. But, siloed data and the challenge of intercloud and intra-cloud data orchestration often hold back cloud-based
app initiatives.
One Centrally-Managed Namespace for All Your App Data
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Single Namespace & Uniﬁed Security Management

Using Kmesh SaaS, you can orchestrate all your application data
from a single namespace — regardless of its physical, logical or legal
location. As a result, you can help your lines of business deploy apps
in innovative ways to support targeted, and evolving, business needs.

Increase the ROI of Your App Investments
AWS, Azure, Google Cloud and others continuously provide
innovations that make running your apps in the cloud more efficient
and effective. The combination of cloud-based big data, AI, machine
learning and analytics present incredible opportunities for your apps
and services to attract and retain consumers.
Manage All Your App Data from a Single Dashboard

By bringing together the
best of what each cloud
has to offer via secure data
orchestration, you will reach
new and broader audiences
faster and more efficiently.
Also, as you identify new
target markets or revenue
opportunities, provisioning
data to support new and
expanded apps happens in
just a few dashboard clicks.

Simplify Your App-Focused Data Operations with Kmesh SaaS
With Kmesh, you can provide real-time data access, synchronization, and
security across any cloud, hybrid cloud, or multi-cloud environment. And you
don’t need expensive engineering, development, or tools to do it.

Gain Operational Efficiency
Kmesh reduces operational complexity
while removing manual steps from your data
synchronization processes. It eliminates the
need for constant development of workflows,
tools and custom projects that use up valuable
engineers and SREs. An added benefit comes
from data provisioning efficiencies. As you
provision cloud data in support of your new or
changing app deployments, Kmesh can reduce
that time by up to 90 percent.

Before Kmesh

Complex. Inefficient. Stale Data.
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After Kmesh

Simple. Seamless. Realtime Data.
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Leave Your Infrastructure Unchanged
Kmesh is true SaaS and requires no changes to your infrastructure. It also
operates within any existing security architecture, because Kmesh never
modifies your underlying data sources.
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How One Retailer Analyzes Customer Data Faster
with Kmesh SaaS
In-country data analysis and compliance
with data localization laws

APP

Enterprise Datacenter

A Europe-based retailer serves a large customer base in China and wanted
run extensive customer analytics to optimize product offers to consumers. Yet,
China’s CSL regulations require all personal user records and shopping cart
data to stay within China. By deploying Kmesh SaaS on its AWS and Azure
clouds, the retailer can now run Google analytics locally in China with apps that
combine data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. Legally-compliant
results are sent to the retailer’s European data center, based on policies
established in Kmesh, to inform new product promotions in China.

To explore Kmesh SaaS further, visit us on the web at https://kmesh.io.
To speak with a Kmesh sales specialist, email us today at info@kmesh.io.
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